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Efficient Energy Minimization for Enforcing
Statistics

Yongsub Lim, Kyomin Jung, and Pushmeet Kohli

Abstract—Energy minimization algorithms, such as graph cuts, enable the computation of the MAP solution under certain probabilistic
models such as Markov random fields. However, for many computer vision problems, the MAP solution under the model is not the
ground truth solution. In many problem scenarios, the system has access to certain statistics of the ground truth. For instance, in image
segmentation, the area and boundary length of the object may be known. In these cases, we want to estimate the most probable
solution that is consistent with such statistics, i.e., satisfies certain equality or inequality constraints.
The above constrained energy minimization problem is NP-hard in general, and is usually solved using Linear Programming
formulations, which relax the integrality constraints. This paper proposes a novel method that directly finds the discrete approximate
solution of such problems by maximizing the corresponding Lagrangian dual. This method can be applied to any constrained energy
minimization problem whose unconstrained version is polynomial time solvable, and can handle multiple, equality or inequality, and
linear or non-linear constraints. One important advantage of our method is the ability to handle second order constraints with both-side
inequalities with a weak restriction, not trivial in the relaxation based methods, and show that the restriction does not affect the accuracy
in our cases. We demonstrate the efficacy of our method on the foreground/background image segmentation problem, and show that
it produces impressive segmentation results with less error, and runs more than 20 times faster than the state-of-the-art LP relaxation
based approaches.

Index Terms—Computer Vision, Image Segmentation, Energy Minimization, Markov Random Fields
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1 INTRODUCTION

Energy minimization has become a key tool for various
computer vision problems such as image segmenta-
tion [1], [2], 3D reconstruction [3], [4], and stereo [5].
It is equivalent to performing Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP) inference in Markov Random Fields (MRF), and
in general, is NP-hard [6]. However, there are subclasses
of energy functions such as submodular functions for
which inference can be solved in polynomial time [6], [7],
[8], [9]. Also many approximation algorithms based on
belief propagation [10], tree reweighted message pass-
ing [11], and graph cuts [12], [13] have been studied.

Although sophisticated energy minimization algo-
rithms have enabled researchers to compute the exact
MAP solution under many probabilistic models, they
do not provide the desired solution of image labelling
problems. The reason for this is that most probabilistic
models used in computer vision such as MRFs are
mis-specified i.e., the most probable solution under the
model is not the ground truth (desired solution) [5], [14].
This has led researchers to consider more sophisticated
models [8], [15], but these too have not been shown to
be free from mis-specification.
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For many vision problems, the system may have ac-
cess to certain statistics of the ground truth. For instance,
in the case of the foreground/background image seg-
mentation problem, the area and boundary length of the
object to be segmented may be known. Similarly, for
3D voxel segmentation, we may know the volume and
surface area of the object. In these scenarios, researchers
require computation of the most probable solution under
the model that is consistent with such statistics, or in
other words, the solution satisfies certain equality or
inequality constraints. Note that the inequality constraint
allows researchers, for instance, to find the most proba-
ble segmentation that is bigger or smaller than a spec-
ified value in the image segmentation problem. While
imposing such constraints in the optimization problem
results in an improved solution for the image labelling
problem, the resulting optimization problem becomes
NP-hard in general.

The constrained optimization problem (MAP inference
problem) is usually solved using Linear Programming
formulations that relax the integrality constraints [16],
[17]. However, this approach suffers from a number of
drawbacks. First, the size of the resulting Linear Program
can be very large, making the algorithm very slow.
Second, rounding error introduced while transforming
the fractional solution of the LP to a discrete solution
can be arbitrarily large and may result in solutions
having a high energy value. Lastly, although LP relax-
ation based methods can deal with linear constraints,
they cannot handle powerful second order or higher
order constraints such as the boundary length constraint
described in Section 5.
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In this paper, we propose a novel method to solve
constrained energy minimization problems that can han-
dle linear and higher order constraints. In contrast to
previous methods that employ a continuous relaxation
of the problem, we directly exploit its discrete struc-
ture. We consider the Lagrangian dual of the primal
constrained problem, and directly compute a discrete
solution corresponding to the dual maximum. It can be
shown that there exist some values of the parameters
of the constraints for which the returned solution is
optimal (see Lemma 1). Hence, due to such a minimal
optimality guarantee, solutions returned by our method
can be more accurate than those by LP relaxation based
methods with rounding. Through extensive experiments
on the image segmentation problem, we demonstrate
that the proposed method produces solutions with less
error, and runs more than 20 times faster compared with
state-of-the-art continuous relaxation based methods. Al-
though we show the efficacy of our method via the
image segmentation problem, the method is not limited
to a particular problem and can be applied to various
constrained energy minimization problems in computer
vision and machine learning.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work has been inspired by a number of recent
studies on enforcing statistics during inference [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23]. These methods can be divided
into two broad categories on the basis of how they
enforce constraints: methods that enforce statistics softly
by incorporating global potentials in probabilistic mod-
els, and methods that use statistics as hard constraints
during inference.

Many studies have considered the problem of per-
forming inference in probabilistic models that contain
global potentials that encourage solutions to have a par-
ticular distribution of labels [21], [22], [23]. Werner [21]
and Kohli et al. [8] proposed inference algorithms that
can handle a global potential that encourages a specific
number of variables to be assigned a particular label.
This potential can be used for encouraging foreground
segmentations to be of a particular size, i.e., to cover a
specific number of pixels. Woodford et al. [22] considered
histogram distribution preserving potentials for image
labelling problems such as image denoising and texture
synthesis and proposed a number of sophisticated meth-
ods for performing inference in models containing such
potentials.

The methods discussed above enforce statistics softly,
and there is no guarantee that their solution would have
statistics that match the desired statistics. In fact the
statistics can be very different from the desired statistics.
A number of inference algorithms that ensure that solu-
tions have the desired statistics have been proposed. One
of the first constraints used for image labelling problems
was the silhouette constraint, used for the problem of
3D reconstruction [24], [3]. This constraint ensures that

a ray emanating from any silhouette pixel must pass
through at least one voxel that belongs to the ‘object’.
Algorithms that ensure topological constraints such as
connectivity of the object segmentation [25] or that the
boundary of the object segmentation is close to the sides
of a bounding box [16] have also been proposed.

Convex relaxation has been widely used to solve
discrete optimization problems. Ravikumar and Laf-
ferty [26] proposed a convex quadratic relaxation for
MAP inference, and it was shown to be more accurate
than LP relaxation and propagation based methods. An-
other approach that is closely related to the present work
is the method of Klodt and Cremers [18], which produces
impressive results for labelling problems such as image
segmentation. This method works by solving a contin-
uous relaxation of the constrained energy minimization
problem and rounding its solution to obtain a discrete
solution. Although their methods can handle multiple
constraints, it is not trivial to deal with constraints on
second order statistics, such as the boundary length
constraint introduced in Section 5. This is because their
approach requires convexity of the final problem. Even
applying our method on top of theirs would result in an
uncompetitive algorithm as our method would require
multiple executions of their algorithm and even a single
execution of their algorithm takes much more time than
our full method. Furthermore, the method proposed in
[18] also differs from our method in the fact that it needs
a explicit rounding step to arrive at a valid discrete
solution, whereas our method uses the oracle to generate
the discrete solution.

We now discuss the most relevant methods to the
present work. Kolmogorov et al. [19] and Lim et al. [20]
considered the problem of minimizing a submodular
energy function under the ‘label count’ constraint. For
the foreground/background segmentation problem, the
label count constraint ensures that a specific number of
pixels take the foreground label. Both methods use the
parametric mincut algorithm for guiding their search for
a lowest energy solution that satisfies the constraint. The
results of these methods have been shown to improve
the accuracy under Hamming error with respect to the
ground truth [19], [20]. However, both methods suffer
from the limitation that they can handle only one con-
straint at a time. In contrast, our method can handle
multiple, equality or inequality, and linear or non-linear
constraints. Especially, our method can be understood as
a generalization of [19] to multiple constraints. This ex-
tension also allows our method to be used for sampling
techniques, e.g. to obtain various segmentation samples
in image segmentation [27].

3 SETUP AND PRELIMINARIES
This section provides the notations and definitions used
in the paper. It also provides our formulation for the
constrained energy minimization problem and explains
the optimality certificate associated with the solutions of
our method.
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3.1 Energy Minimization

Many computer vision problems are formulated using a
random field model defined over a graph G = (V,E).
The energy of the random field is the negative log of
the posterior probability distribution. For image labelling
problems with two labels, such as image segmentation
and volumetric segmentation, the energy has the follow-
ing form:

E(x) =
∑
c∈CG

φc(xc), (1)

where x ∈ {0, 1}n, xc is a vector having elements of x
corresponding to a clique c, CG is the set of cliques in G,
and φc is called a potential and is defined over a clique
c. Although minimizing E is NP-hard in general, if E
is submodular, it becomes solvable in polynomial time.
Moreover, if an energy function is defined over cliques
of size up to 2 as

E(x) =
∑
i∈V

φi(xi) +
∑

(i,j)∈E

φij(xi, xj), (2)

the problem can be efficiently solved by a st-mincut
algorithm. Owing to this property, submodular second
order energy functions are widely used in computer
vision for problems such as image segmentation.

3.2 Constrained Energy Minimization

In this paper, we tackle the problem of minimizing an
energy function under certain pre-specified constraints.
This problem is formulated as

min
x∈{0,1}n

{
E(x) : b−i ≤ hi(x) ≤ b+i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m

}
, (3)

where hi : {0, 1}n → R and b−i , b
+
i ∈ R. We denote

(h1(x), . . . , hm(x)) by H(x). In the context of image
segmentation, hi may correspond to prior knowledge
about statistics such as the size and boundary length
of an object. For instance, hi =

∑
i xi is the number of

pixels that are assigned the label 1 (foreground).
Before explaining how to solve the inequality problem,

we first examine the equality case as follows.

min
x∈{0,1}n

{E(x) : H(x) = b} . (4)

To solve (4), we exploit the Lagrangian dual D(λ) of (4).

D(λ) = min
x∈{0,1}n

L(x,λ), (5)

where λ ∈ Rm, and

L(x,λ) = E(x) + λT (H(x)− b). (6)

Note that for any b, maximizing D(λ) gives a lower
bound of the minimum for (4). This leads us to the
following known lemma [28], which, as will become
apparent later, provides us with an optimality certificate
that guarantees that our solution is the lowest energy
solution with its statistics.

Lemma 1. Let x∗ be such that L(x∗,λ∗) = D(λ∗) for some
λ∗, and b∗ = H(x∗). Then, E(x∗) = minx∈{0,1}n{E(x) :
H(x) = b∗}.

Proof: Let x satisfy that H(x) = b∗. Then, λT (H(x)−
b∗) = λT (H(x∗) − b∗) = 0 for all λ ∈ Rm. This implies
L(x∗,λ∗) ≤ L(x,λ∗). Thus, from (6), E(x∗) ≤ E(x).

Note that for a fixed x, L(x,λ) = z corresponds to
an (m + 1)-dimensional hyperplane on (λ, z) ∈ Rm+1

with λ ∈ Rm and z ∈ R, and when H(x) = b, the
slope of the hyperplane becomes 0. Also note that D(λ)
is defined by the pointwise minimum of a finite number
of hyperplanes, that is, D(λ) is piecewise linear concave.
From these facts, if a hyperplane with slope 0 contributes
to the shape of the dual D(λ), that hyperplane corre-
sponds to a primal optimal solution and we can find it
by maximizing D(λ). Even if there is no hyperplane of
slope 0 that contributes to the shape of D(λ), we can
still compute a (primal) solution at the dual maximum.
In our experimental analysis, we have observed that
very often such a (primal) solution x̂ has a slope close
to 0, i.e. H(x̂) ≈ b1, and by Lemma 1, it is optimal
among x ∈ {0, 1}n such that H(x) = H(x̂) ≈ b. Thus, it
is a good approximate solution for (4). The algorithm
in Section 4 essentially computes this solution when
H(x) = b ensures that the dual is polynomial time
computable for λ ∈ Rm.

Now we return to the inequality constrained problem.
An inequality constraint can be handled as an equality
one with the insertion of a slack variable yi ∈ R. As a first
step, we rewrite problem (3) as follows.

min
x
{E(x) : b− s ≤ H(x) ≤ b} , (7)

where b = b+, and s = b+ − b−. The corresponding
equality problem then becomes

min
x,y

{
Ê(x,y) : H(x) + y = b

}
, (8)

where yi ∈ [0, si], and Ê(x,y) = E(x). The following is
the corresponding Lagrangian.

L̂(x,y,λ) = Ê(x,y) + λT (H(x) + y − b). (9)

Let (x∗,y∗) be a minimizer of L̂ for some λ; then y∗i = 0
if λi > 0, y∗i = si if λi < 0, and y∗i can be any number in
[0, si] if λi = 0. Hence, y∗ only depends on λ, and the
dual is as follows.

D̂(λ) = min
x

{
E(x) + λT (H(x) + y∗(λ)− b)

}
. (10)

This form is the same as (5). Thus, we can handle
an inequality constrained problem as the corresponding
equality constrained problem. We obtain the following
Lemma, which shows the optimality of our solution.

Lemma 2. Let (x∗,y∗) be such that L̂(x∗,y∗,λ∗) = D̂(λ∗)
for some λ∗, and b∗ = H(x∗) + y∗. Then E(x∗) =
minx {E(x) : b∗ − s ≤ H(x) ≤ b∗}.

1. Recently, it was shown that the dual consists of quite a large num-
ber of hyperplanes [29]. This indicates that H(x̂) is not significantly
different from b. Hence, H(x̂)− b ≈ 0.
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Proof: Let (x,y) satisfy H(x) + y = b∗. Then,
λT (H(x) + y − b∗) = λT (H(x∗) + y∗ − b∗) for any
λ ∈ Rm. This implies L̂(x∗,y∗,λ∗) ≤ L̂(x,y,λ∗). Then
Ê(x∗,y∗) ≤ Ê(x,y), and finally we get E(x∗) ≤ E(x)
from the definition of Ê.

4 ALGORITHM TO MAXIMIZE THE DUAL

We have seen that an energy minimization problem
with inequalities can be solved by considering the cor-
responding problem with equalities. Thus, in this sec-
tion we focus on solving the problem with equalities
only. To this end, we use the standard cutting plane
algorithm [28] for maximizing the Lagrangian dual. The
cutting plane algorithm runs iteratively by computing
an (m + 1)-dimensional hyperplane consisting of the
dual D one by one until finding the maximum. In the
following, we assume the existence of a polynomial
time oracle to compute D(λ) for any λ ∈ S, where
S =

∏m
i=1[M−i ,M

+
i ] is a large enough set. Note that

when (2) is submodular and constraints are linear, D(λ)
can be efficiently computed by the graph cut algorithm
for any λ ∈ S with M−i = −∞ and M+

i =∞. In Section
5, we show that this holds for many useful constraints.
We denote the oracle call by the function:

O(λ) = argmin
x∈{0,1}n

L(x,λ). (11)

As we mentioned, each x ∈ {0, 1}n corresponds to a
hyperplane {(λ, z) ∈ Rm+1 : λ ∈ Rm, z = L(x,λ)}. The
cutting plane algorithm works by iteratively finding λ ∈
S, for which the oracle call needs to be made. Let X =
{x1, . . . ,xk} be a set of computed solutions by the oracle
call until iteration k; we then compute the maximum
(λ∗, z∗) ∈ Rm+1 of the following linear programming
over the variables (λ, z) ∈ Rm+1.

max
z∈R

z

subject to z ≤ L(x,λ), (12)
x ∈ X and λ ∈ S.

We let (λ∗, z∗) be the optimal solution of (12). We subse-
quently call the oracle to obtain an optimal solution xk+1

for λ∗, that is, xk+1 = O(λ∗). If z∗ = L(xk+1,λ
∗), the

algorithm terminates with the output xk+1; otherwise,
it updates X = X ∪ {xk+1}, and repeats the procedure.
Note that as new hyperplanes are added over the itera-
tions, the optimal value of (12) becomes smaller, and the
condition z∗ = L(xk+1,λ

∗) guarantees the optimality.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole procedure.

The running time of the algorithm is dominated by
the oracle call and solving the LP in (12). Note that the
number of variables, m, of (12) is small, regardless of that
of the primal problem. Also, the number of constraints is
at most 2m+r, where r is the number of iterations. Note
that r is bounded by the number of possible b values,
which is poly(n) for each constraint explained in Section
5. For example, r ≤ n for the size constraint, and if we

Algorithm 1: Cutting Plane Algorithm

Input: Oracle O
Output: x

1 X ← ∅
2 do
3 Compute the maximum (λ∗, z∗) by the linear program (12).
4 x← O(λ∗), and X ← X ∪ {x}
5 while L(x,λ∗) < z∗

consider m > 1 constraints, r ≤ (poly(n))
m. Hence, the

running time of our algorithm is polynomial in n for
fixed m. Although the running time is exponential in the
number of constraints m, this is not a problem in practice
since its value is typically a small constant, and thus
we treat it as bounded in our complexity analysis. We
also observed that in practice, the number of iterations
is at most 50 for almost all cases, thus inducing very fast
running time (see Section 6).

5 CONSTRAINTS FOR MATCHING STATISTICS

In this section, we explain how our method can be
applied to labelling problems in vision such as image
segmentation. The energy function for the pairwise ran-
dom field model for image segmentation can be written
as

E(x) =
∑
i∈V

φi(xi) +
∑

(i,j)∈E

Cij |xi − xj |, (13)

where V is the set of all pixels, E is the set of all neigh-
boring edges, Cij ≥ 0, and φi encodes the likelihood
that each pixel i belongs to the object or background,
and Cij encodes the smoothness of the boundary of the
object. Note that (13) is submodular since all the second
order terms are submodular. Functions such as (13) can
be efficiently minimized by solving an equivalent st-
mincut problem [2]. In the following, we introduce some
useful constraints for image segmentation, which can be
handled by our method.

5.1 Size Constraint (Sz) [20]
The most natural constraint for segmentation is the
size (area for image segmentation, volume for 3D seg-
mentation) of the object being segmented. This can be
represented as

b−1 ≤
∑
i∈V

xi ≤ b+1 . (Sz)

5.2 Boundary Length Constraint (Br)
The number of discontinuities in the labelling is a mea-
sure of the length of the object boundary in image
segmentation, and the surface area in 3D reconstruc-
tion. These constraints can ensure that the segmentation
boundary is smooth. Hence, we suggest the following
boundary length constraint:

b−2 ≤
∑

(i,j)∈E

|xi − xj | ≤ b+2 . (Br)
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Note that |xi−xj | = 1 only when pixels i and j contribute
to the boundary of an object. When we use the boundary
length constraint, the search space S for the cutting plane
algorithm may be restricted to ensure submodularity.
Note that for some negative λ` ∈ R, where λ` is the
Lagrangian multiplier for this constraint, the Lagrangian
L(x, λ`) is no longer submodular over x. We can ensure
submodularity by truncating the search space S such
that λ` is always larger than −mini,j Cij . This restriction
appears to cause a problem in accuracy, but we observed
that the solution for the parameter λ` = 0 (the case
of no constraint) resulted in a speckled segmentation
whose boundary length was much larger than that of the
ground truth in all cases. To obtain a shorter boundary
length, we need to search for λ` ≥ 0. In other words,
the maximum of the dual is found on a restricted search
range, λ` ∈ [−minij Cij ,∞]. Hence, this restriction does
not affect the accuracy in our case.

5.3 Mean Constraint (Mn) [18]
The center of the object to be segmented can be eas-
ily specified by the user by drawing a circle roughly
containing the object. This information can be used to
define constraints on the mean horizonal and vertical
coordinates of the pixels belonging to the object to be
segmented. Enforcing the mean statistic involves the
following constraint:

b−3 ≤
∑

i∈V cixi∑
i∈V xi

≤ b+3 , (Mn)

where b−3 , b
+
3 ∈ R2, ci = (hi, vi)

T , and hi and vi are
the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a pixel i,
respectively. Note that (Mn) can be rewritten using a
slack variable y ∈ R2 as follows.∑

i∈V
cixi − y

∑
i∈V

xi = b−3
∑
i∈V

xi, (14)∑
i∈V

(ci − b−3 − y)xi = 0, (15)

where y ∈ [0, b+31 − b
−
31] × [0, b+32 − b

−
32]. Note that if we

consider the dual D(λ) with the mean constraint (15),
y is determined only by λ. That is, for i ∈ {1, 2}, yi =
b+3i − b

−
3i for λi > 0, yi = 0 for λi < 0, and yi can be any

number for λi = 0. Consequently, (15) can be handled as
a linear equality constraint for our method.

5.4 Variance Constraint (Vr) [18]
If we have knowledge of the center of an object, we can
also impose a variance constraint on the distance of the
object pixels from the center as follows.

b−4 ≤
∑

i∈V (ci − µ)T (ci − µ)xi∑
i∈V xi

≤ b+4 , (Vr)

where b−4 , b
+
4 ∈ R2, ci = (hi, vi)

T , hi and vi are horizontal
and vertical coordinates of a pixel i, and µ ∈ R2 denotes
the coordinate mean of the object. This constraint can be
also handled in the same manner as done for Mn.

Fig. 1: Example of a sequence of segmentations com-
puted by the cutting plane algorithm to maximize the
dual. The size (Sz) and boundary length constraints (Br)
are considered in this figure. The segmentations shown
in the figure are labeled with the percentage of erroneous
pixels (inconsistent with the ground truth labels) in the
segmentation. The image has a size of 640× 480.

Fig. 2: Effect of constraints on the segmentation results.
Each segmentation is labelled by the percentage of erro-
neous pixels with respect to the ground truth, and the
computation time.

5.5 Covariance Constraint (Cv)
Similarly, a covariance constraint can also be enforced as

b−5 ≤
∑

i∈V (hi − µh)(vi − µv)xi∑
i∈V xi

≤ b+5 . (Cv)

5.6 Local Size Constraint (Lsz)
This is a generalization of the size constraint (Sz). In
contrast to the size constraint, in this constraint, the
size of the object being segmented is locally fixed. For
instance, we divide the image into 2 × 2 subimages,
and impose the size constraint for each subimage. If we
could obtain the size information locally, it would be
more powerful than the size constraint. For instance, we
can decompose an object having a complex boundary
into parts having simpler boundaries and impose the
size constraint for each part, respectively. In general,
subimages are allowed to overlap each other or may
not cover the whole image. When we enforce the size
constraint for c number of subimages, the local size
constraint can be represented as follows. For 1 ≤ j ≤ c,

b−6j ≤
∑
i∈Vj

xi ≤ b+6j . (Lsz)

All the constraints above, except Br, are linear in x.
Note that for a linear constraint, we can adopt any search
range S in the cutting plane algorithm since it does not
break submodularity. Now, we can use any combination
of these constraints with an appropriate search range.
Fig. 1 shows a sequence of segmentations produced
by our method for maximizing the dual. Fig. 2 shows
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Fig. 3: Comparison of segmentations computed with dif-
ferent combination of constraints. The reported number
is the percentage error (ER) with respect to the ground
truth segmentations. The size of the image is 450× 600.

some examples of segmentations improved by imposing
constraints.

6 EXPERIMENTS

We now evaluate the performance of our algorithm on
the image segmentation problem using images from
the GrabCut dataset [30]. The first experiment checks
the accuracy of the segmentation results obtained with
different combinations of constraints. We also compare
the results of our method with those obtained by the
continuous relaxation based methods in [16], [26]. To
measure the quality of segmentations, we compute the
percentage of erroneously labelled pixels (with respect
to the ground truth(GT)). We use ER to denote this
percentage error. The experiment environment is a server
with 2.8GHZ Quad-Core Intel i7 930 and 24G memory.

6.1 Effect of Imposing Constraints
Fig. 3 shows segmentation results corresponding to
various combinations of constraints. We find that the
variance constraint (Vr) is quite effective: the re-
sults with constraint combinations including the vari-
ance constraint have less error compared with the
other results. Imposing the boundary length constraint
(Br) affected the smoothness of segmentation. For in-
stance, the ER values of segmentations with boundary
length/covariance constraints (Br, Cv) and variance con-
straint (Vr) are nearly the same, but the former is much
smoother than the latter. TABLE 1 shows quantitative
results of our method. We assumed that statistics of
the ground truth such as area, mean, and variance are
known, and set inequality gaps in intervals of −10 ∼
10% and −5 ∼ 5% from the ground truth values.
We considered various combinations of constraints. As
expected, imposition of any constraint improves the
segmentation accuracy on average. From the table, we
can see that the size (Sz) and variance constraints (Vr)
are especially powerful for image segmentation. Note
that the variance constraint (Vr) alone results in a highly
accurate segmentation. We speculate that this is because

the variance constraint causes the segmentation result
to be rounder, and reduces noise fragmentations. We
provide more segmentation results by our method with
various constraint combinations in the supplementary
material.

6.2 Comparison with Continuous Relaxation
We compared the proposed method with two continuous
relaxation based methods.

6.2.1 Linear Relaxation (LR) [16]
The first one is to relax the problem to a linear program-
ming using additional variables z ∈ R|E|, as follows.

min
x∈[0,1]n,z∈R|E|

Ē(x, z) := ϕ′x +
∑

(i,j)∈E

Cijzij

subject to zij ≥ xi − xj , and
zij ≥ xj − xi, for every (i, j) ∈ E,

(16)

where ϕi = φi(1)− φi(0). This LP relaxation can handle
all constraints described in Section 5, but cannot deal
with both-side inequality or an equality boundary length
constraint (Br), because each of these breaks the con-
vexity of the feasible region. Also, it is not reasonable
to use

∑
(i,j)∈E zij as the value of the boundary length

constraint (Br) because this value is not exactly the
same as

∑
(i,j)∈E |xi − xj |. Hence, the boundary length

constraint (Br) cannot be properly handled by the LR.

6.2.2 Quadratic Relaxation (QR) [26]
For this relaxation, we first write our energy function as
follows.

E(x) = ϕ′xi +
∑

(i,j)∈E

Cij(xi − xj)2. (17)

Note that (xi − xj)2 = |xi − xj | since x ∈ {0, 1}n. The
relaxed problem can then be formulated as a convex
quadratic programming.

min
x∈[0,1]n

Ẽ(x) = x′Hx +ϕ′x, (18)

where Hij = −Cij for i 6= j, and Hii =
∑

j:(i,j)∈E Cij .
This quadratic relaxation can handle all constraints de-
scribed in Section 5, except the boundary length con-
straint (Br). As in LR, both-side inequality or an equality
boundary length constraint (Br) breaks the convexity of
the feasible region.

6.2.3 Results
We implemented the LR and QR based methods using
CPLEX Optimizer with MATLAB interface, and imple-
mented our method by combining the CPLEX Optimizer
and C++ codes. TABLE 2 summarizes the comparison
between the proposed approach and the relaxation based
methods outlined above.

For all constraint combinations, our method produces
segmentations with less percentage pixel error (ER) com-
pared to those obtained by LR and QR. Further, our
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TABLE 1: Percentage pixel error (ER) and the running time for results obtained with our method. Each number
was averaged over 14 images. Rows are sorted in ER for an inequality gap interval of −10 ∼ 10%.

−10 ∼ 10% −5 ∼ 5% −10 ∼ 10% −5 ∼ 5%

ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s)

1 Sz,Br,Vr 2.13 6.42 1.83 7.04 12 Sz,Mn,Cv 3.27 2.81 2.73 2.95
2 Sz,Vr 2.30 2.05 2.00 2.22 13 Sz,Mn 3.29 1.64 2.72 1.84
3 Vr,Cv 2.30 2.41 2.12 2.40 14 Sz 3.49 0.65 3.10 0.69
4 Br,Vr 2.33 3.92 2.16 4.87 15 Br,Mn,Cv 6.39 10.43 6.32 11.51
5 Vr 2.41 1.27 2.28 1.37 16 Br,Cv 6.50 6.11 6.61 6.11
6 Br,Vr,Cv 2.41 7.24 2.13 6.67 17 Br,Mn 6.57 6.12 6.22 7.34
7 Mn,Vr 2.53 2.27 2.28 2.60 18 Mn,Cv 6.70 1.85 6.43 2.09
8 Sz,Br,Mn 3.04 6.46 2.52 9.28 19 Cv 6.76 0.81 6.76 0.81
9 Sz,Br,Cv 3.05 5.53 2.60 6.08 20 Mn 6.79 0.93 6.12 1.07
10 Sz,Br 3.19 3.57 2.40 3.39 21 Br 6.96 4.49 7.04 4.57
11 Sz,Cv 3.32 1.54 3.00 1.60 22 No 7.05 0.06 7.05 0.06

TABLE 2: Comparison of the segmentation errors of our method with those obtained from the continuous relaxation
and rounding based methods. The inequality gaps used for this experiment were −10 ∼ 10%, and −5 ∼ 5%. The
percentage error is averaged over 6 images of size 321× 481. Bold indicates the best error and time in each row.

±10% ±5%

Our Method LR QR Our Method LR QR

ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s) ER(%) Time(s)

Sz 3.49 0.65 4.22 39.7 4.70 280 3.10 0.69 3.84 68.4 4.48 316
Mn 6.79 0.93 5.90 21.7 6.61 320 6.12 1.07 5.67 26.8 6.23 336
Vr 2.41 1.27 3.04 51.5 3.10 430 2.28 1.37 2.90 50.7 2.86 425

Sz,Mn 3.29 1.64 4.09 57.7 4.50 307 2.72 1.84 3.46 83.6 3.95 349
Sz,Vr 2.30 2.05 3.02 64.9 3.06 445 2.00 2.22 2.73 77.2 2.64 461

Mn,Vr 2.53 2.27 3.04 62.3 3.10 487 2.28 2.60 2.90 59.4 2.86 477

Fig. 4: Examples of segmentations computed by LR, QR, and our method. Inequality gaps for each constraint
combination are −10 ∼ 10%. The size of the image is 321× 481.

Fig. 5: Example of segmentations by our method. Each
original image has a size of 1024× 1024.

method is extremely fast: 200 ∼ 300 times faster than
QR and 20 ∼ 100 times faster than LR. Fig. 4 shows
some examples of segmentation by the three methods.
We provide more segmentation results to compare our
method with LR and QR in the supplementary material.

Recall that our method runs by calling the oracle and
solving the LP in (12) at each iteration. Since we consider
the pixel grid graph, the oracle call, which involves mini-
mizing a submodular pseudo-boolean function using the
graph cut algorithm, takes very little time. The number
of variables constituting the LP in (12) for our approach
is small. Furthermore, for all constraint combinations in

Fig. 6: Comparison of scalability between our method
and two relaxation based methods.

TABLE 2, the total number of iterations does not exceed
50 (average: 27, std.: 11.7), making the number of con-
straints of the LP small. The small size of the LP enables
our method to run much faster than LR, which has to
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TABLE 3: Comparison between our method and two re-
laxation based methods on whether computed solutions
satisfy constraints or not.

Our Method LR QR

ERa ERb ERa ERb ERa ERb

±10% 14.35 0.88 22.69 0.40 7.2 0.06
±5% 29.63 1.12 23.84 0.54 26.00 0.42

solves a relatively large linear programming problem.
The results of our experiments comparing the com-

putational complexity of the three methods (ours, LR,
QR) are shown in Fig. 6. We used four 1024 × 1024
images, and each image was scaled down to 8 small
images of size 2i/2 × 2i/2, 12 ≤ i ≤ 19. Each data
point denotes the average running time of the specified
method over 4 images having the same size specified
on the x-axis values. It can be seen that our methods
is substantially faster than the state-of-the-art LR and
QR based approaches. Fig. 5 shows segmentation results
yielded by our method for 4 original images of size
1024× 1024.

TABLE 3 shows how solutions by the three methods
satisfy given constraints. Here, we used two measures:
ERa and ERb. ERa denotes the percentage of constraints
that are unsatisfied. For instance, if the size (Sz) and
variance constraints (Vr) are considered and one of them
is not satisfied, then ERa is counted as 0.5. ERb represents
the deviation of the constraint values from the inequality
gap, thus providing a measure of the degree of satisfac-
tion. For instance, let the inequality gap for Sz be [a, b]
and the size of a computed solution be c; ERb is then
counted by min(|c − a|, |c − b|)/((a + b)/2) if c /∈ [a, b]
and counted by 0 if c ∈ [a, b]. We observed that solutions
computed by three methods satisfy the constraints or are
very close to the constraints gap in general.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel approach to constrained
energy minimization. Our method is efficient and can
handle a very large class of constraints including those
that enforce second order statistics, which cannot be
achieved by using previously proposed methods since
they usually requires the convexity of the problem [16],
[18], [26]. To handle such second order constraints, the
boundary length constraint in our paper, we use a re-
stricted search region in which the dual is computable.
In our cases, the dual maximum is always found in
that restricted search region which means that it does
not affect the accuracy of our method. Although our
approach can be used with continuous relaxations based
methods [16], [26], it would require repeated solutions
of the relaxed problem to find the dual maximum and
would be much slower than our method as shown in
Section 6. We evaluated our method on image segmenta-
tion with constraints described in Section 5. Our method
produced segmentations, with less error, in much faster

time compared to state-of-the-art continuous relaxation
based methods.
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